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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to transparent or translucent bottles comprising at least three layers and wherein one layer contains metallocene high density polyethylene.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] One popular form of laundry detergent is the heavy duty laundry liquid. Its popularity is due in part to the convenience of the product form, in particular the ability to apply the detergent readily to soiled areas of the clothes. The popularity of laundry liquids has created a need for more convenient containers for dispensing these products.

[0003] Laundry liquid detergents have traditionally been sold in opaque bottles. These bottles have been improved over time to incorporate measuring cups serving as closures, and fitments incorporating drainage mechanisms and pouring spouts. Bottles that are less opaque than those traditionally used have been placed on the market recently. While these bottles are less opaque than those traditionally used, they remain to be cloudy.

[0004] The use of bottles having greater clarity can be aesthetically appealing to consumers as the consumer can see the consistency of product, suspended particles if they are present, separation of phases if a dual phase composition is present or other aspects or properties of the laundry liquid product. Transparent bottles may also be appealing to consumers during use as it enables the consumer to ascertain easily how much product remains.

[0005] It is of increasing interest, therefore, to develop a transparent bottle that is suitable for holding liquid products such as heavy duty laundry liquid detergent.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

[0006] Efforts have been disclosed for making bottles or containers that are more clear or transparent. Many of these efforts have dealt with other concerns when using a clear bottle such as the protection of the bottle and its contents from UV radiation which may be harmful to the bottle and its contents.

[0007] Such a container is disclosed in JP 2000 190438.

[0008] For instance, US 6,159,918 a clear bottle is disclosed comprising UV absorber to protect the contents. WO 97/26315 (to Colgate) discloses transparent containers.

[0009] Other art such as Stehling et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,382,631 is directed to interpolymer blends which may comprise linear polyethylenes prepared by catalyst systems of the metallocene type. It is said that the blends of the invention can be used to advantage in all forming operations, such as blow molding, injection molding and roto molding and that molded articles include single and multilayered constructions in the form of bottles, tanks, etc.


[0011] Metallocene catalysts may be used. The invention also provides for films prepared from the blend which may have a single layer construction or a laminated ABA construction wherein the A layer comprises the blend of the invention and the B or core layer comprises a different olefin layer such as high density polyethylene.

[0012] Metha et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,358,792 is directed to heat sealable compositions comprising a) a low melting polymer comprising an ethylene based copolymer having a density of from 0.88 g/cm3 to about 0.915 g/cm3 and b) a propylene based polymer. The ethylene based copolymer is produced with a metallocene catalyst.

[0013] A Hodgson U.S. Pat. No. 5,206,075 is directed to a laminar polyolefin film material having a base film layer which is a blend of an olefin polymer and a very low density copolymer of ethylene. The VLDPEs which may be used as the copolymer component of the base or sealing layers of the film of the invention can be polymerized with the use of metallocene catalyst systems. The films are said to be very useful for high speed packaging operations.


[0015] Cheruvu et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,420,220 discloses a film of a linear low density copolymer of ethylene (LLDPE) said to have excellent processability, optical properties and impact strength. The resins are said to exhibit narrower molecular weight distribution.

[0016] The following patents relate to metallocenes: Wood et al. U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,419,795, Georgelos et al. 5,397,640, Georgelos 5,397,613, Quadrille et al. 5,393,599, Agur et al. 5,128,091, Petropoulos et al. 5,021,109, Kioka et al. 4,874,734, Sypula et al. 4,747,992 and Rim et al. 4,668,834.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In a first aspect, the present invention is directed to a bottle fabricated from at least three layers according to claim 1.

In a second aspect, the present invention is directed to a bottle comprising a downwardly extending body fabricated from at least three layers, according to claim 7.

For purposes of this invention, the term "inner" layer or "internal" layer means the most inner layer of the multilayer bottle wall. The term "outer" layer or "external" layer means the most outer layer of the multilayer bottle wall. The term "middle" layer means any layer that is between the inner or outer layer of the bottle wall.

The present invention is directed to transparent bottles for dispensing liquid household products such as liquid detergents and liquid fabric softeners. The bottle is comprised of a multilayer body in which one layer includes polyethylene and another layer includes polyethylene made with a metallocene catalyst. The bottles of the invention have greater clarity than a traditional bottle made of polyethylene yet continue to have properties suitable for use with liquids such as laundry liquids. Preferably the metallocene polyethylene layer is the outside and inner layers of a trilayer structure.

The metallocene layer may comprise 100% of the bottles outside and inside layers. In further embodiments, the outside and/or inside layer(s) may be a blend comprising 10-99 wt % metallocene plastomer. Preferably the other blend component is high density polyethylene. The plastomer blends readily with HDPE.

The metallocene plastomer resin used in the bottle of the invention has a density of from about 0.91 g/cm³ to about 0.95 g/cm³ and preferably, from about 0.92 g/cm³ to about 0.95 g/cm³, and most preferably, from about 0.93 g/cm³ to about 0.94 g/cm³ and includes all ranges subsumed therein.

In preferred embodiments, the multilayer bottle body is combined with other features such as a downwardly extending body having axially extending side panels fabricated from the multiple polymer layers. The container is preferably in the form of a bottle having a drainback fitment. Advantageously, the bottle is more clear than a traditional laundry liquid bottle, but at the same time is functional as a heavy duty liquid detergent or other dispenser. With use of the metallocene resins in accordance with the invention, the bottle may be significantly more clear or transparent without adversely affecting other properties.

In preferred embodiments, the multilayer resin structure is combined with other features to form a more clear or transparent bottle suitable for use as a heavy duty liquid detergent container. Preferably, the bottle is also suitable for other uses, such as containing liquid fabric softeners, light duty liquid detergents, eg hand dishwashing detergents), automatic dishwashing detergents such as gels, chemicals, foods, etc.

Pouring of product from the container is believed to be facilitated by an off-centered neck. The bottles of the various embodiments of the invention may also include an optional handle or other integral gripping feature.

The multilayer bottle of the invention is advantageously fabricated with certain resins. In addition to the outer and/or inner metallocene polyethylene layer, it is preferably that a middle layer employs at least 25% recycled resin.

For a more complete understanding of the above and other features and advantages of the invention, reference should be made to the following detailed description of preferred embodiments and to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a container of the invention with the closure fastened.

FIG. 2 is a section along the lines 2--2 of FIG. 1, except that the container additionally includes corner grooves.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring now particularly to the drawings, a bottle of the invention utilizing an outer and/or inner metallocene polyethylene plastomer layer will be described with respect to a specific embodiment. In FIGS. 1 and 2 there is shown a container 2 including a bottle 6 having an integral handle 8 and a neck 10. The container 2 also includes a drainback fitment 14. Fastened to the top of the container 2, as viewed in FIG. 1, there is a closure or cap 12. All of the foregoing
components are preferably molded from a resilient flexible plastic material. The materials may be selected so that the plastic from which the drainback fitment 14 is molded is softer than the materials from which the bottle 6 and closure 12 are formed. Alternatively, the drainback fitment may be made of a material of comparable hardness to that of which the closure is made, e.g., polypropylene or HDPE.

[0033] The drainback fitment has an outer, frustoconical wall portion 16 which gradually tapers downwardly and inwardly and is received within the neck 10 of the bottle 6. The wall portion 16 terminates at its upper end in an annular rim 19. Rim 19 is generally flat.

[0034] The surface of the rim turns downwardly and inwardly to form the outer wall 24 of a circumferential well 26 surrounding a generally frustoconical, eccentrically positioned (off-center) spout 36, the lower periphery of which forms the inner wall 28 of the circumferential well 26. Between the outer wall 24 and inner wall 28 of the circumferential well 26 there is a sloping floor 30.

[0035] The outer surface of wall 16 optionally includes a retaining ring which is spaced from and generally concentric with rim 19. Wall 16 may include a product exit aperture (or drain port) located above and spaced from the product drainage aperture 32. The basic features of the fitment, bottle finish and closure are as shown in FIG. 9 of Davidson et al. U.S. Pat. No. 5,108,009, the disclosure of which patent is hereby incorporated by reference herein. An appropriate product drainage aperture is illustrated in more detail in FIG. 3 of Davidson et al.

[0036] The spout may include projections to keep the fitments separated during stacking. Such projections may also serve to prevent rotation of the spouts during stacking when combined with lugs (not shown) depending from the bottom of the fitment and situated so that they block radial movement of the stacking projections on the next lower fitment when the fitments are stacked.

[0037] Notch 32 and longitudinal slot 34 provide a path for residual liquid remaining on the spout 36 or closure 12 to drain back into the bottle 6 either directly or via the downwardly sloping floor 30 of the circumferential well 26 under the force of gravity when the container 2 is in an upright position.

Fitment 14 is secured to bottle finish 68 by a friction fit. Bottle finish 68 includes an annular mouth 70, and a locking ridge 72. The finish includes threads 74. The fitment is inserted into the bottle by forcing it through the opening at the bottle mouth and pushing it until annular rim 19 of the fitment is situated upon or above locking ridge 72. If rim 19 is above locking ridge 72, preferably it is immediately above. In this position, the distal end of the annular rim will be adjacent to bottle mouth 70. Optionally, a retaining ring of the fitment helps to retain the fitment in position by abutting the lower aspects of locking ridge 72.

[0038] If desired, the spout 36 may be provided with an anti-drip lip. Also, it may be desirable to provide the spout with a V-shaped pouring angle for improved control of pouring of the product.

[0039] The drainback fitment 14 may be formed from a thermoplastic such as high density polyethylene. Or it may be made of a polyethylene which is a product of a 50:50 blend of a high density resin and a low density resin. The high density resin can be U.S.I. LS 506 or a similar resin. The low density resin can be U.S.I. LS 208 or the like. Instead of a mix of resins, a low density polyethylene such U.S.I. 241 or even a harder material such as polypropylene may be used to form the fitment. Other plastic resins having chemical and physical properties similar to the aforementioned resins can be used in fabricating the drainback fitment 14.

[0040] Preferably, the container of the invention provides the spout and drainback area in the form of the above described fitment, separate from the body of the bottle. In the described preferred embodiment, the fitment snaps into the container finish so that a friction fit is obtained between the outer wall of the fitment and a locking ridge on the inside of the container finish. A fitment may also be provided in other ways, e.g. it may be applied by spin welding, or by hot melt adhesive or by the EMABOND system. An internally threaded finish may be combined with an externally threaded closure.

[0041] The EMABOND system employs a thermoplastic gasket impregnated with metal particles. When the gasket is in position (between a sealing area ridge of the fitment and inside bottle neck ledge), a sealing unit with an electromagnetic force presses down on the fitment and heats up the metal particles, thereby melting the plastic gasket, and the compression welds the two components together with a leak-proof seal.

[0042] Although the fitment would normally be a separate piece, it may also be formed integral to the bottle. A threaded collar could then be spin welded onto the exterior of the bottle to mate with the threads of the closure.

[0043] It is also contemplated that some of the embodiments may be in the form of refill bottles which contain a plain screw cap and no spout but which are capable of receiving a transferable spout and self draining closure.

[0044] The closure 12 has a closed end 38 at its top which is merged at its circumference with a downwardly extending inner circumferential wall 46 having a surface onto which there are integrally molded gripping teeth 42 biased to present greater friction to the hand when the closure 12 is rotated counterclockwise to loosen it than when it is rotated clockwise for tightening. Alternatively, other gripping means, such as vertical ribbings may be employed.

[0045] Complimentary fastener means in the form of threads are provided on the closure 12 and neck 10 of the bottle 6 at their juncture. The closure 12 has internal threads 50 which mate with external threads 74 on the finish 68 of the bottle.

[0046] As the closure 12 is threaded onto the neck 10 of the bottle 6, the liner, if present, engages the mouth 70 of
the bottle 6 thereby sealing the bottle to prevent leakage of the contents from the container. When the liner is omitted, the top of the channel seals against the mouth 70 of the bottle. The presence of the fitment rim below the top of the finish permits the closure (or the liner of the closure) to form a seal at one point at the top of the finish. If the fitment rim extended over the top of the fitment there would be two areas for liquid product to escape through the seal, above and below the rim of the fitment.

0047 As is apparent from FIG. 2, except for the spout, fitment 14 is wholly contained within the bottle 6. The entire outer wall 16 is situated below the mouth 70 of this bottle.

0048 Although the fitment herein has been described as having a single product exit aperture, a plurality of apertures may be utilized.

0049 The closure may be formed of a harder material than that used in the drainback fitment 14. In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the plastic material from which the closure 12 is molded is a homopolymer polypropylene such as that sold by Phillips Petroleum Company under the designation Phillips HLV 120-01 or may be polypropylene copolymer.

0050 The bottle 6 also may be formed of a material that is harder than the material employed in the drainback fitment 14. Alternately, the fitment may be formed of a harder material, as where the fitment is fabricated from polypropylene.

0051 In accordance with certain embodiments of the invention, the bottle 6 is made from multiple polymeric layers, which include an outer and/or inner layer including metallocene polyethylene. Additional preferred resins useful in blends for the outer layer include Chevron polyethylene 9402 (20%) and Chevron 9503 (20% PCR homopolymer). Either of the above may advantageously be used in conjunction with a percentage, say 25% of a recycled resin, i.e., a post-consumer recycled resin (PCR) such as a high density polyethylene bottle scrap.

0052 The outer and/or inner layer(s) may be a blend such as metallocene polyethylene and high density polyethylene (HDPE) such as one at about 25%/75% by wt %.

0053 Polyethylene polymers with which the metallocene polyethylene polymers may be blended include: Paxon AC 45-004 (0.945 density); Chevron 9503 (0.946 density); Chevron 9346 (0.9455 density) (pipe resin); Phillips D252 (Marlex) LLDPE (25% LLDPE/75% HDPE) (density 0.923; melt index 0.25) --Resin is called “low density, linear polyethylene on data sheet.

0054 The outer, middle or inner layer(s) may be pigmented or non-pigmented. It is further preferred that the middle layer be a high density polyethylene. This will assist in making the container more resistant to top load pressure. Examples of materials which may be used include Paxon AU55-003, a medium molecular weight distribution high density polyethylene copolymer available from Paxon Polymer Company of Baton Rouge, La., and Paxon AC45-004, a high density polyethylene copolymer available from Paxon Polymer Company. Either of the above may advantageously be used in conjunction with a percentage, say 25% of a recycled resin, i.e., a post-consumer recycled resin (PCR) such as a high density polyethylene bottle scrap.

0055 According to the invention the bottle comprises panels having a multilayer structure including i) an outer layer comprising a metallocene polyethylene material, ii) a middle layer comprising a minimum of 25% recycled resin, in-process regrind plus some virgin resin, and iii) an inner layer comprising a metallocene polyethylene material. It is especially preferred that the features of the individual or combined embodiments of the invention be present in a bottle fabricated from a multilayer structure including i) a virgin inner layer including metallocene polyethylene, ii) a middle layer comprising a minimum of 25% recycled resin, and iii) a virgin resin outer layer including metallocene polyethylene material. Recycled resin is preferably HDPE homopolymer from used milk or water bottles and possibly used detergent bottles of about the same color.

0056 Ranges of thicknesses preferred in a multilayer material would be 10-20% outer, 10-80% middle and 10-20% inner. A useful arrangement (percentage thickness) of layers is expected to be 10% outer layer, 80% middle layer and 10% inner layer. Additional preferred resins useful in blends for the outer layer include Chevron polyethylene 9402 (20%) and Chevron polyethylene 9503 (20%).

0057 Additional preferred resins for the middle layer (70%): Chevron virgin 9402 PCR polyethylene homopolymer (employs recycled PE).

0058 Additional preferred resins useful for blends for the inner layer include Chevron 9301 polyethylene (10%).

0059 While trilayer structures (5-30% outer/60-90% middle/5-30% inner layers, particularly 10-20% outer/70-80% middle/10-20% inner layers) will generally be preferred, quadlayer or other multilayer structures may also be used. While it will generally be preferred that inner and/or outer layer(s) be virgin (i.e. not recycled resin), the inner and/or outer layer(s) may include some recycled resin. Where the inner and/or outer layer(s) includes recycled resin, one candidate will be blends containing LLDPE from recycled paillet stretch film. Other good candidates include LLDPE and LLDPE/HDPE blends, metallocene polyethylene (MPE) (e.g., Exxon’s Exact) and MPE/HDPE blends. It will generally be preferred that middle layer include at least 25% PCR. A foamed HDPE middle layer may also be used.

0060 The use of a neck or finish which is displaced from the center is believed to facilitate pouring of product from the container. To determine whether a neck finish is off-center for the purposes of the invention, one measures the distance from one side to the other of the bottle’s length, measured at the point of maximum length, i.e., the maximum horizontal dimension when the container is standing on its base. Then one determines the center point of that distance from one side to the other. The next step is to ascertain where the center point of the container finish, i.e. the center of the bottle mouth, falls along the line drawn from one side of the container to the other at its longest length. The percentage
displacement is calculated by subtracting the distance in position between the center point of the finish and the center of the container length at its widest point and dividing that figure by the length of the bottle at its widest point.

[0061] An example of the percentage displacement calculation is as follows. If the container has its maximum length at the bottom, and the length of the bottom is 16 cm, and a vertical line drawn through the center of the finish intersects the length line at 10.6 cm, the calculation is as follows: (10.6 minus 8 (the midpoint of the length)), divided by 16. The result is 16.25%. For the purposes of the invention, a neck finish is considered off center if the displacement percentage is greater than 3%. Preferred displacements are from 3% through 20%. Especially preferred is if the percentage is from 5%-20%.

[0062] Bottles made in accordance with the present invention have at least 10% transmittance of light through a 1mm thick sample at a wavelength 410-800 nanometers wherein the composition is substantially free of dyes. For purposes of the invention, as long as one wavelength in the visible light range has greater than 10% transmittance, it is considered to be transparent. Preferably, bottles in accordance with the present invention will have at least 15%, and more preferably 20%, and most preferably 25% transmittance of light through a 1mm thick sample at a wavelength of 410-800 nanometers. For purposes of the invention, as long as one wavelength in the visible light spectrum has transmittance greater than a designated amount x, it is considered to have a transmittance of at least that amount x in the visible light spectrum. This transmittance can be easily measured by placing a sample of known thickness of the material to be tested (1 mm in the case of the samples measured herein) in the light beam path of a UV-VIS Spectrophotometer such as the Hewlett-Packard 8451A Diode Array Spectrophotometer.

[0063] Sample 1 and Comparative Sample A are bottle samples having a wall thickness of 1mm. Each sample has a trilayer configuration. The composition of Sample 1 and Comparative Sample A is shown in the Table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Comparative Sample A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outer layer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Virgin HDPE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle layer</strong></td>
<td>25% PCR²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50% regrind⁴ (of all)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25% virgin HDPE³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inner layer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Metallocene polyethylene¹</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Metallocene polyethylene is Finacene BM359 SG by Atofina.
² Grade 1 PCR homopolymer by KR Plastics.
³ Paxon AM55-003
⁴ Regrind is a blend of the other ingredients of the respective sample.

[0064] In each of Sample 1 and Comparative Sample A, the outer and inner layers have a thickness of 10% of the total wall thickness. The middle layer has a thickness of 80% of the total wall thickness.

[0065] The transmittance of light in the visible range (approximately 410-800 nanometers) was measured for both Sample 1 and Comparative Sample A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Transmittance/mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wavelength (nm)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0066] It was surprisingly found that the trilayer bottle of Sample 1 having inner and outer layers comprising metallocene polyethylene was significantly clearer than the trilayer bottle of Comparative Sample A having inner and outer layers comprising virgin HDPE.

[0067] Alternatively, transparency of the composition may be measured as having an absorbency in the visible light...
wavelength (about 410 to 800 nm) of less than 15 A/cm.

[0068] The following examples are intended to further illustrate the invention and are not intended to limit the invention in any way:

All percentages, unless indicated otherwise, are intended to be percentages by weight.

[0069] All numerical ranges in this specification and claims are intended to be modified by the term about.

[0070] Finally, where the term comprising is used in the specification or claims, it is not intended to exclude any terms, steps or features not specifically recited.

[0071] Advantageously, the bottle of the invention can be made on a wheel machine, i.e., a high speed production blow molding apparatus, or a Uniloy brand or other shuttle machine. A "wheel" machine rotates and clamps around a continuously extruded comparison. Bottles are ejected after forming.

[0072] It will be apparent that the pouring fitment and container of the invention may be used for liquid laundry and other detergents, fabric softeners and many other types of liquid household and other products.

[0073] As used herein, "handle" refers to a structure for holding the bottle where there is a "hole" through which the human hand can extend. A gripping feature is a pair of indentations facilitating the holding of the bottle by a human hand, but which does not include a "hole."

[0074] It should be understood, of course, that the specific forms of the invention herein illustrated and described are intended to be representative only, as certain changes may be made therein without departing from the clear teachings of the disclosure. Accordingly, reference should be made to the following appended claims in determining the full scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A bottle fabricated from at least three layers, including a middle layer, an outer layer and an inner layer wherein the outer and inner layers are a metallocene polyethylene polymer, and said middle layer is comprised of virgin high density polyethylene and at least 25% recycled resin said bottle having at least 10% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.

2. A bottle according to claim 1, having at least 15% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.

3. A bottle according to claim 1, having at least 20% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.

4. A bottle according to claim 1, having at least 25% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.

5. A bottle according to claim 1, wherein said outer and/or inner layer is comprised of a blend of metallocene polyethylene and high density polyethylene.

6. A bottle according to claim 1, wherein said outer and inner layer each comprise 5-15% of the total thickness of the bottle wall.

7. A bottle comprising a downwardly extending body fabricated from at least three layers, including an external and internal layer wherein the external and internal layer is a metallocene polyethylene polymer said middle layer is comprised of virgin high density polyethylene and at least 25% recycled resin and wherein said bottle further comprises a finish having an annular mouth, said body extending axially downwardly along a vertical axis from said finish to a base; said body including a shoulder extending outwardly and downwardly below said finish, said bottle having at least 10% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.

8. A bottle according to claim 7, having at least 15% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.

9. A bottle according to claim 7, having at least 20% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.

10. A bottle according to claim 7, having at least 25% transmittance of light in the visible spectrum.
Patentansprüche

1. Flasche, hergestellt aus mindestens drei Schichten, umfassend eine mittlere Schicht, eine äußere Schicht und eine innere Schicht, wobei die äußere und die innere Schicht ein Metallocenpolyethylenpolymer sind, wobei die mittlere Schicht aus neuem Polyethylen hoher Dichte und mindestens 25 % wiedergewonnenem Harz besteht, und wobei die Flasche eine Lichtdurchlässigkeit im sichtbaren Spektrum von mindestens 10 % aufweist.

2. Flasche nach Anspruch 1 mit mindestens 15 % Lichtdurchlässigkeit im sichtbaren Spektrum.

3. Flasche nach Anspruch 1 mit mindestens 20 % Lichtdurchlässigkeit im sichtbaren Spektrum.

4. Flasche nach Anspruch 1 mit mindestens 25 % Lichtdurchlässigkeit im sichtbaren Spektrum.

5. Flasche nach Anspruch 1, worin die äußere und/oder innere Schicht aus einem Gemisch aus Metallocenpolyethylen und Polyethylen hoher Dichte besteht.

6. Flasche nach Anspruch 1, worin die äußere und innere Schicht jeweils 5 - 15 % der gesamten Dicke der Flaschenwand bilden.

7. Flasche, umfassend einen sich nach unten erstreckenden Körper, hergestellt aus mindestens drei Schichten, einschließlich einer äußeren und inneren Schicht, wobei die äußere und die innere Schicht ein Metallocenpolyethylenpolymer sind, wobei die mittlere Schicht aus neuem Polyethylen hoher Dichte und mindestens 25 % wiedergewonnenem Harz besteht, und wobei die Flasche ferner einen Abschluß mit einer ringförmigen Öffnung umfaßt, wobei sich der Körper axial nach unten entlang einer vertikalen Achse von diesem Abschluß zu einem Boden erstreckt; wobei der Körper einen Absatz umfaßt, der sich nach außen und nach unten unterhalb des Abschlusses erstreckt, wobei die Flasche eine Lichtdurchlässigkeit im sichtbaren Spektrum von mindestens 10 % aufweist.

8. Flasche nach Anspruch 7 mit mindestens 15 % Lichtdurchlässigkeit im sichtbaren Spektrum.


10. Flasche nach Anspruch 7 mit mindestens 25 % Lichtdurchlässigkeit im sichtbaren Spektrum.

Revendications

1. Bouteille constituée d’au moins trois couches, comprenant une couche intermédiaire, une couche externe et une couche interne, les couches interne et externe étant faites d’un polymère polyéthylène métallocène, ladite couche intermédiaire étant composée de polyéthylène vierge à haute densité et d’au moins 25 % de résine recyclée et ladite bouteille présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 10 % dans le spectre visible.

2. Bouteille selon la revendication 1, présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 15 % dans le spectre visible.

3. Bouteille selon la revendication 1, présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 20 % dans le spectre visible.

4. Bouteille selon la revendication 1, présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 25 % dans le spectre visible.

5. Bouteille selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite couche externe et/ou interne est composée d’un mélange de polyéthylène métallocène et de polyéthylène à haute densité.

6. Bouteille selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle lesdites couches externe et interne représentent chacune de 5 à 15 % de l’épaisseur totale de la paroi de la bouteille.

7. Bouteille comprenant un corps s’étendant vers le bas constitué d’au moins trois couches, comprenant des couches externe et interne, les couches externe et interne étant faites d’un polymère de polyéthylène métallocène, dans laquelle la couche intermédiaire est composée de polyéthylène à haute densité et vierge d’au moins 25 % de résine recyclée, et ladite bouteille comprenant en outre une extrémité ayant une ouverture annulaire, ledit corps s’étendant dans le sens axial vers le bas le long d’un axe vertical depuis ladite extrémité vers une base ; ledit corps comprenant
un épaulement s’étendant vers l’extérieur et vers le bas sous ladite extrémité, ladite bouteille présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 10 % dans le spectre visible.

8. Bouteille selon la revendication 7, présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 15 % dans le spectre visible.

9. Bouteille selon la revendication 7, présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 20 % dans le spectre visible et sa couche dite intermédiaire étant composée de polyéthylène vierge à haute densité et d’au moins 25 % de résine recyclée.

10. Bouteille selon la revendication 7, présentant une transmittance de la lumière d’au moins 25 % dans le spectre visible.